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- Health care reform is at a critical moment in NY- a successful transformation and integration of health & human services requires a change in perspective by all sectors. Read more in @HSC_NY’s Commission Report here https://bit.ly/2HDuun1 #ValueBasedCare

- Did you know 40% of health outcomes are attributed to social factors? Read more about leveraging CBOs for social determinants of health in @HSC_NY’s Commission Report https://bit.ly/2HDuun1 #ValueBasedCare #SDOH
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- “Health and human services are like strangers living next-door, working in close proximity but unaware of the details of each other’s lives.” Read recommendations from @HSC_NY’s Commission on how to bridge the gap https://bit.ly/2HDuun1 #ValueBasedCare

- Despite spending more on health care than any other industrialized country, the U.S. ranks 11th in overall health outcomes. NY is leading the way in a reform effort to bridge the gap between health & human services. Read more in the @HSC_NY Commission Report! https://bit.ly/2HDuun1 #ValueBasedCare

- As the architects of well-being, the engagement of human services CBOs is a critical component of a person-centered model of care. Read @HSC_NY’s new report with recommendations for leveraging CBO expertise for health care https://bit.ly/2HDuun1 #ValueBasedCare